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To Whom It May Concern,

We are the University of New Hampshire’s IEEE student branch. We are dedicated to exploring
the electronics field beyond the classroom including, but not limited to, additional projects, lab visits, and
presentations from companies outside of UNH. The goal of our group is to promote the growth of the
future engineers of the world, and to speed the advancement of technology as well as increase general
awareness of what is happening in the technological fields. Our primary focus is to connect students and
faculty in the UNH Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering through both social and
academic events.

This academic year (2021-2022), we would like to regrow our club and lay down a strong
foundation for future members. We have been working with the UNH ECE Department, as well as the
New Hampshire IEEE Section, to legitimize our student organization and increase our membership. We
have already hosted social events, including a pizza day, movie night, and a T-shirt design contest. As we
continue into the next semester, we wish to pursue larger events such as competitions, lab-tours, and
industry presentations.

This is an invitation letter to all UNH Alumni IEEE members, and to all New Hampshire IEEE
members as a whole, to reach out and meet the members of our organization. We would greatly appreciate
connecting with and meeting current or past IEEE members who are willing to discuss and talk about
their professional experiences. Hearing about how IEEE impacts the world outside what we do here at
UNH is very valuable. Bridging the worlds of academics and real world profession gives students an
important perspective on what real life jobs and experiences there are and what types of companies they
may be interested in looking into. Students and alumni being able to communicate is a wonderful way to
jump start students' understanding of post-graduate routes and get them involved in crucial skill building
events while giving alumni a chance to assist the next generation of engineers.

The best method to get in contact with us is to email our current President, Owen McKenna (see
below). We look forward to hearing from everyone!

Thank you from the UNH IEEE Executive Team:

President - Owen McKenna (Owen.McKenna@unh.edu)
Vice President - Hunter Kilson (Hunter.Kilson@unh.edu)
Event Coordinator - Gabby Liano
Secretary - Amy Prendergast
Treasurers - Bryle Rivera & Matt Hamilton
Faculty Advisor - Dr. Qiaoyan Yu (Qiaoyan.Yu@unh.edu)


